
High-chamber will
not hold pressure

Mid-chamber will
not hold pressure 

Fork won't
compress after

filling mid-chamber

Does the mid-chamber
pressure rise?

Check inner/outer quad
rings on A48R piston

Yes

Check large inner o-ring
between A48R cap and

cartridge tube

No

Check small o-ring where
the post screws into the

cap

Check high-chamber fill
valve by spraying soapy
water into the valve and

checking for bubbles

Does the low-chamber
pressure rise?

Inspect shaft seal on
bottom of cartridge

for leaking

Yes

Check the mid-chamber 
fill valve by spraying soapy

water into the valve and
checking for bubbles

No

A48R Diagnosis 

Let the air out of the
mid-chamber

Verify that the main
piston is above the

communication
groove in the

cartridge

Fill the mid-chamber
with a hand pumpA typical worn shaft

seal will usually leak
about 4-5 psi per
week when left at

constant
temperature.



Fork sticks low.

This is likely being
caused by the main

piston seal "burping," or
not maintaining a perfect
seal during movement. 

To solve this issue,
replace the main

piston seal. 

Fork is soft but not
sticking. 

When filling up any of the 3
chambers, the pressure
rises extremely quickly.  

When bleeding the air
out using the button on

the air pump, the
pressure drops to zero

almost immediately.

Take the fill valve all
the way out using a

Schrader core
removal tool.

Re-install the fill valve.
Tighten until you feel the

core seat, and then
tighten an additional

quarter turn. 

A48R Diagnosis (continued)

Chamber loses air
(a small quantity of
air rushes out) after
pump is unplugged.

This is not actually
happening. Watch

this video!

https://youtu.be/B9MfyUqm-ws

Or, type in "MXT Bone Tool Demonstration" on Youtube
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*Not to scale

The pressure in this region is 
controlled by the "MID" fill valve.

The pressure in this region is 
controlled by the "HI" fill valve.

The pressure of the air outside of the main 
cartridge is controlled by the "LO" fill valve.

Pressure Regions

When the fork is fully extended, as shown
in this diagram, the seal on the main piston 
lines up with the communication groove
and makes the pressure in the regions 
above and below the piston equal. As soon
as the piston moves above the groove, the
pressures become independent of each
other. 

Note:

A48R Fork Diagram

Service options
02WPAS-0007 -  A48R cap service kit: replaces all wear 
items on the A48R air system cap.

02WPAS-0009 -  AER piston service kit: piston ring and 
o-ring for AER midvalve piston.

02WPAS-0008 -  MXT AER bottom seal head assembly 
(replaces OEM seal head assembly).

02WPAS-0010 -  AER service kit combo: includes all the
above products at a discounted price. 
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A48R Cap

Post


